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Dear Cotton Growers/ Esteemed Operators,

Greetings of the day!

In the course of our recent interactions w'ith esteemed Agricultural Scientists, including Dr. C.

R. Patil, rve are pleased to bring to your attention an exciting opportunity tbr organic cotton
seed production in collaboration with the Universir,"" of Agricultural Sciences (UAS), Dhanvad.
Karnataka.

The Universir-v". renowned for breeding hy'brid long staple cotton varieties such as Dharwad
H,vbrid Cotton and Varalaxmi" has expressed keen interest in producing organic cotton seeds

tailored to ,v-our prefbrences fbr the upcoming season.

To facilitate this initiative, the Universif,v- is organizing an Agricultural Event from 26th
November to 10th December 2023 and a meeting can be organised with the concerned
scientists. Those who are interested in exploring the possibiliry of organic cotton seed

production lvith the support of UAS are encouraged to reach out to Dr. C. R. Patil or our
Regional Representative, Shivprasad Hiremath if )"ou are not able to make it to the event.

UAS. Dharwad, boasts extensive experience in both breeding and production of organic seeds.

The universit,v possesses fertile t'arms with black cotton soil, ensuring an ideal environment for
organic cotton cultivation. Additionally', they have access to the necessary organic inputs and

resources.

If you are interested in availing the services of UAS for organic cotton seed production, please

let us knolv at your earliest convenience. We are more than happy to facilitate this initiative
through our regional office and ensure a seamless collaboration between you and the
Universiry.

This presents a unique opportunity to enhance the quality and sustainability of your cotton
cultivation. We look forward to your positive response and the possibility of jointly'
contributing to the growth of organic cotton production. Thanks in advance.
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For further inquiries or to eKpress your interest, please contact: Dr. C. R. Patil (Contact No
94480 I 3373) or Shivprasad Hiremath (Contact No.9 1486061 i 3)

regards,
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